Indramat DKC ECODRIVE 3

The Indramat DKC ECODRIVE 3 is among some of the latest generation of drive controllers to be set-up for at K+S Services Inc. Some areas of industry these units can be found include automation, printing and paper converting, conveying and storage technology, glass processing, handling and assembly systems, woodworking, plastics, textiles, converting technology, packaging and foodstuffs, and machine tools.

Indramat DKC ECODRIVE3 designations
DKC01.3-***-7-fw Parallel Interface
DKC11.3-***-7-fw Analog Interface
DKC21.3-***-7-fw Parallel Interface 2
DKC02.3-***-7-fw Sercos Interface
DKC03.3-***-7-fw Profibus-DP Interface
DKC04.3-***-7-fw InterBus Interface
DKC05.3-***-7-fw CAN Open Interface
DKC06.3-***-7-fw Device Net Interface